To all the Technical Intern Trainees

When in trouble, consult us！
For technical intern trainees to spend a healthy and fulfilling
training life in Japan, we give support on your native language.
【Native Language Consultation】
https://www.support.otit.go.jp/soudan/en/ → go to site

●

I want to continue the training but I cannot・・・

If you have not yet completed your technical training and wish to finish it till
the end, but you are likely to be sent back home, contact the native language
consultation immediately. (In case you are already at the airport/sea port, you
can also consult with the immigration officer at the time of your departure
procedures.)
Also, if you are having trouble and forced to resign by the accepting company,
please contact the Native Language Consultation first.
** When it becomes difficult for the accepting company to continue the training, the
supervising organization and accepting company has an obligation to find a new training
site for the technical intern trainees. Under the Technical Training Act, it is illegal to force
them to return home to their country if the technical intern trainees themselves wish to
continue their training. If for any unavoidable circumstances that the supervising
organization and accepting company were not able to find a new training site for the
trainee, OTIT also gives support in finding a new one.

●

Details and treatment at work are different・・・

Contact the native language consultation first if there is a suspected
violation of the Technical Training Act, (etc.) such as, your work is different
from the details of the job you had heard before you came to Japan, wages
are not paid according to the contract, overtime work are not paid and if you
are suffering from bullying, violence and others.

●

Get a higher salary・・・

You must never accept invitations from acquaintances through SNS telling
you things like, “you can earn elsewhere”, “high salary”, advance salary
payment”, or “good treatment at work”. In cases where you are deceived
by sweet invitations, get caught up in a crime and exploitation of wages,
please contact the native language consultation first.

In addition, if you disappear from your accepting company in
response to the sweet invitations of other people, you will not only be
a violator of laws and ordinances, but it also leads to being involve in
a crime. Stop worrying alone.
If you are in trouble, “contact the native language consultation”.

